
Beneficent Pty Ltd

Beneficent ensures clients receive a
personalised service to select their
career goals and deal with the
challenges of preparing for a RTW

Attend a "Meet and Greet'
with a Beneficent Career
Coach and together
determine the services you
need to achieve your life and
career goals

 

 

"Job Hunter" for
Self Insurers

Practical assistance to achieve
paid employment

Beneficent has 30 years experience
in career coaching

ABN: 34631474309

PH: 1800 88 47 48
Email: enquiries@beneficent.com.au

www.beneficent.com.au



 Job Hunter Program

Beneficent Pty Ltd
ABN: 34631474309

PH: 1800 88 47 48
Email: enquiries@beneficent.com.au

283-287 Sir Donald Bradman
Drive Brooklyn Park SA 5032

Locations

Room 3, West Wing
Innovation House, Mawson Lakes
Blvd, Mawson Lakes, SA 5095

We also service locally, the Fleurieu,
Yorke and Eyre Peninsulas

Remote servicing via Zoom also
available 

www.beneficent.com.au

Cove Civic Centre, Ragamuffin Dve, 
Hallet Cove SA 5158

We focus on  the influence of the mind, and impact of trauma
on recovery and RTW to achieve superior RTW results, inline
with the RACP  “it pays to Care" guidelines 
https://www.racp.edu.au/advocacy/division-faculty-and-chapter-
priorities/faculty-of-occupational-environmental-medicine/it-pays-to-care

Using trauma informed  practice, we seek to ascertain what
the client needs and what they can do, rather than what is
'wrong' with them

“Workers asked about
biopsychosocial factors, and

supported to address these factors,
express satisfaction with the care

they receive and have reduced work
disability”

https://www.racp.edu.au/advocacy/division-faculty-
and-chapter-priorities/faculty-of-occupational-

environmental-medicine/it-pays-to-care

The program begins with a "Meet and Greet" with the
client, where a comprehensive holistic Biopsychosocial
assessment of the CLIENT'S needs is completed

The Career Coach then engages the client  to develop
a stepwise plan to achieve recovery to health and work
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The First Step is to then establish whether a RTW with
the self insurer is a possible consideration
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The Second Step is then to ascertain if a RTW in the PI
role is achievable, or if a different role needs to be
considered
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If a RTW with the self insurer is not possible, then the
final step is to investigate new career options for
the client and complete the tasks necessary to
enable the client to move into a new career 
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Service Options available under
the Job Hunter Program
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Commonly Asked Questions

SEO selection
and GP approval

Work Fitness
Campaign

Employment
Prepping 

Workplace
Cabability Training

Employment
Campaign

overcoming the impact of trauma, developing
resilience and self belief to adapt to changeIlluminate

converting thoughts and ideas to career options
to forge your best life

assistance to build work fitness utilising external
services to maximise career options 

assistance to prepare for job hunting so you can
put your best foot forward

develop workplace skills to build confidence to
win and sustain employment

we knock on doors to access vacancies  and
teach you how to do the same 

What parts of the
program will a client

need?

Who provides the
assistance?

Will a Career Coach
cold call employers

for clients? 

Are all Career Coaches
experienced in helping

people with an injury 

The Career Coach will provide guidance
to help clients select what they need 

YES!

Beneficent has a team of specialist Career
Coaches, the best person for the job will
deliver the service 

YES! All Career Coaches have been
selected for their ability to empathise and
achieve positive results for our clients

Cove Civic Centre, Ragamuffin Dve, 
Hallet Cove SA 5158

Blossom family coaching for adults to get the whole family
on board with the change 



Client feedback
on Beneficent
services
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